
 
… the advanced home automation in one touch

Control Casa is a cutting-edge home automation system that enhances the safety of 
your home without imposing rigid structures or processes that alter your lifestyle. 

 
Designed, developed and manufactured by DAT instruments, Control Casa is an easy-to-
install and use home automation system that lets you control all home appliances and systems 
directly through your smartphone, tablet or PC. With an advanced, friendly user interface, 
Control Casa lets you control all home appliances and standard home systems such as 
heating, cooling, watering and more. Control Casa ensures your home functions to your 
utmost comfort and desired living style, simply and easily. 
 
Control Casa is compatible with virtually all common household electrical plates, switches and 
outlets on the market today. With just a few simple touches on 
your smartphone, tablet or PC, you will have complete command to immediately create your 
favourite home environment. Control Casa features a wide array of functions and modes that 
allow adjustment and control of not only lightening and heating systems, but also sound 
systems, swimming pools, wellness areas and lawn and garden irrigation, all according to real-
time weather forecasts.  
 
Control Casa technology creates 360-degree home comfort while also ensuring 
comprehensive home security. Control Casa security functions check to make certain your 
home’s entry points - doors and windows - are closed and locked by a preset time, according 
to your habits and needs.  The advanced alarm system includes the latest-generation sensors 
that detect water or gas leaks and smoke and carbon-dioxide dangers.  
 
In addition to controlling home comfort and safety, Control Casa can reduce home operating 
expenses by automatically controlling lighting and energy use throughout the home. 
The Control Casa system consists of a CPU and software to run all home functions and 
settings, with Wi-Fi connection for remote control. A safe communication bus is used to 
enhance signal reliability and data transferring speed. A fully integrated board that 
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communicates with the CPU can be installed in every room of the home. Control Casa also 
includes a back-up power supply so your home systems are still controlled in the case of a 
power outage. 
 
Just some of the Control Casa features included: 
 

EVO-Chef let you set and start the oven when you are not at home. 
 
 
CTRL-Drop controls the heating system and monitors for water leaks. 
 
 
EVO-Welchome welcomes your guests in unexpected style, opening gates and doors 
remotely with your smartphone, tablets or PC. 
 
With EVO-Spa, your home bath becomes a spa-like experience, with the system 
setting the right music, volume and even dimming lights to the desired level. 
 
EVO-Ride is designed for the motorcycle or bicycle riders of the house, while also 
helping anyone going for a walk or a run. A handlebar button - or a smartphone or 
tablet interface - lets the user access the home without breaking stride. 
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